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Our Mission & Vision

PCR General Trading company LLC is a company which Supplies quality Materials to support the highest level of customer satisfaction and
rvice.
Over the year we have developed a good relationship with MEP contractors and with other Contracting.
them what they really want and require.

d provide

Our Vision is to deliver the best with world class committed service to our customers. Honesty and respect towards our clients, suppliers
and employees.

Hotel

Furniture

No. 1 Hotel Furniture, Restaurant Chair, Banquet Furniture Manufacturers in
UAE.
Hospitality is the key word for all hotels and restaurants. It is also about lighting
arrangements that can add marvel to the exquisite furniture. Durability is
important as the guests need to have the comfort quotient that is high for
patronage. Antique furniture is also preferred in many hotels especially in the
assistants and hence has to be furnished aptly.
We are actively engaged in manufacturing and supplying of Hotel Furnitures
All our tables & chairs manufactured by our dexterous professionals, making
use of latest machines and amenities.

Hotel

Amenities

We are a leading luxury hotel guest amenities supplier. PCR supplies hotels
with unique hotel guest amenities such as universal travel adapters, cell phone
chargers and luxury hotel bath amenities. These essential products can be sold
in minibars or given complimentary to hotel guests. Whether you are purchasing
and breakfast, or a large hotel brand, PCR can meet all your guest’s needs.
Because of our commitment to building brand loyalty for our clients and
ourselves PCR strives to give exemplary service to each of our clients.. We are
service.

Hotel

Wet areas anti-slip treatment

S w i s s g r i p Anti Slip Treatment is a transparent and durable anti slip coating

permanently antislip and fall-proof. SWISSGRIP is a colorless, environmentallyfriendly, water-based, dual-component coating applied by professional appli

100% Swiss Quality.
24 months Guarantee, applied by professional SWISSGRIP Team
Microbiologically tested
Odorless
No solvents, hence doesn’t damage the surfaces underneath unlike
conventional antislip products / treatments on market
Easy to clean with normal non aggressive routine bathroom cleaners
Suitable to apply on almost all hard surfaces such as Bath tubs, Shower trays,
Ceramic tiles, Swimming pools ceramic / porcelain tiles, Spa areas, Natural
stone, wood, metal, glass etc.

Bio degradable
Products
Sustainable disposal of any product requires that its wastes return to the earth and are able to
biodegrade. Nature biodegrades everything it makes back into basic building blocks, so that new
living things can be made from the old. Every resource made by nature returns to nature - plants
and animals biodegrade, even raw crude oil will degrade when exposed to water, air and the
necessary salts. Nature has perfected this system - we just need to learn how to participate init.
By the time many resources are turned into products, however, they have been altered by
industry in such a way that they are unrecognizable to the microorganisms and enzymes
that return natural materials to their basic building blocks. Crude oil, for example, will biodegrade
in its natural state, but once it is turned into plastic, it becomes an unsustainable pollution problem.
Instead of returning to the cycle of life, these productssimply pollute and litter our land, air and
water.
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Safety Items
Have you opened a new location, redesigned your shop, or added a new product or service? Don't keep it to yourself, let folks know.

Branding &
Corporate Identity

Yeah, you’re going to need a recipe. And once you have that, you’ve got to make sure that
the ingredients are just right.
Creating brand communications pieces is kind of like cooking such a multilayered dish.
You’re constantly going to need a set of rules, instructions, and a complete set of assets
comes in: it provides a clear handbook to share your brand’s visual symbols, value story
and communication strategy.

Printing Services
for all types of businesses.
Started with years of experience in the printing industry and have served a large variety of

We provide an array of printing solutions and print services under one roof. Whilst we do
indeed supply ‘products’, we see ourselves more as the suppliers of a service,working
together with our clients to meet their needs and solve their problems.

We create solutions for your needs...

PCR General Trading LLC
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